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Hamlet in Purgatory 2013-10-06

in hamlet in purgatory renowned literary scholar stephen greenblatt delves into his longtime fascination with the ghost of
hamlet s father and his daring and ultimately gratifying journey takes him through surprising intellectual territory it yields
an extraordinary account of the rise and fall of purgatory as both a belief and a lucrative institution as well as a
capacious new reading of the power of hamlet in the mid sixteenth century english authorities abruptly changed the
relationship between the living and dead declaring that purgatory was a false poem they abolished the institutions and banned
the practices that christians relied on to ease the passage to heaven for themselves and their dead loved ones greenblatt
explores the fantastic adventure narratives ghost stories pilgrimages and imagery by which a belief in a grisly prison house of
souls had been shaped and reinforced in the middle ages he probes the psychological benefits as well as the high costs of this
belief and of its demolition with the doctrine of purgatory and the elaborate practices that grew up around it the church had
provided a powerful method of negotiating with the dead the protestant attack on purgatory destroyed this method for most
people in england but it did not eradicate the longings and fears that catholic doctrine had for centuries focused and exploited
in his strikingly original interpretation greenblatt argues that the human desires to commune with assist and be rid of the dead
were transformed by shakespeare consummate conjurer that he was into the substance of several of his plays above all the
weirdly powerful hamlet thus the space of purgatory became the stage haunted by literature s most famous ghost this book
constitutes an extraordinary feat that could have been accomplished by only stephen greenblatt it is at once a deeply
satisfying reading of medieval religion an innovative interpretation of the apparitions that trouble shakespeare s tragic heroes
and an exploration of how a culture can be inhabited by its own spectral leftovers this expanded princeton classics edition
includes a new preface by the author
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Stephen Greenblatt 2014-06-11

stephen greenblatt is the most important exponent of new historicism a dynamic critical movement which rejects the traditional
reliance on individual canonical texts exploring a multitude of other more marginal works and voices questioning not just
literary but social political and cultural assumptions about knowledge and power greenblatt s work has had a huge impact
on contemporary theory mark robson discusses ideas specific to particular works and explores the relation of greenblatt s
thought to new historicism as well as other modes of criticism including the key topics of context cultural poetics power
subversion and containment thick description anecdotes providing a starting point for readers new to this crucial theorist s
sometimes complex texts or support for those deepening their understanding of his work this guidebook is ideal for students in
the fields of literary history social and cultural studies

Stephen Greenblatt 2014-06-11

stephen greenblatt is a leading figure of new historicism and one of the most influential writers on shakespeare and early
modern culture mark robson outlines the central features of greenblatt s work examining exactly what new historicism means
and the relevance of new historicism to all aspects of literacy criticism book cover

Bridging the Medieval-Modern Divide 2016-04-15

the debate about when the middle ages ended and the modern era began has long been a staple of the historical literature in
order to further this debate and illuminate the implications of a longue dur�e approach to the history of the reformation this
collection offers a selection of essays that address the medieval modern divide covering a broad range of topics encompassing
legal social cultural theological and political history the volume asks fundamental questions about how we regard
history and what historians can learn from colleagues working in other fields that may not at first glance appear to offer
any obvious links by focussing on the concept of the medieval modern divide in particular the relation between the middle ages
and the reformation each essay examines how a medievalist deals with a specific topic or issue that is also attracting the
attention of reformation scholars in so doing it underlines the fact that both medievalists and modernists are often involved
in bridging the medieval modern divide but are inclined to construct parallel bridges that end between the two starting points
but do not necessarily meet as a result the volume challenges assumptions about the strict periodization of history and
suggest that a more flexible approach will yield interesting historical insights
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Purgatory 2012

companion to heaven the logic of eternal joy 2002

Religions in Shakespeare's Writings 2020-12-10

offering a wide range of scholarly perspectives religions in shakespeare s writings explores shakespeare s depictions
throughout his canon of various religions and matters related to them this collection s fifteen essays explore matters
pertaining to catholic anglican and puritan christianity the albigensian heresy of the high middle ages islam judaism roman
religion different manifestations of religious paganism and even the religion of shakespeare practiced by shakespeare s nineteenth
century admirers these essays analyze how shakespeare depicts both tensions between religions and the syntheses of different
religious expressions on topics as diverse as shakespeare s varied portrayals of the afterlife religious experience in measure for
measure and black natural law and the tempest this collection also explores the political ramifications of religion within
shakespeare s works as well as shakespeare s multifaceted uses of the bible additionally while this collection does not
present a shakespeare whose particular religious beliefs can definitely be known or are displayed uniformly throughout his
canon various essays consider to what extent shakespeare s individual works demonstrate a christian foundation
contributors include john d cox cyndia susan clegg grace tiffany matthew j smith bethany c besteman sarah skwire feisal
mohamed benedict j whalen benjamin lockerd bryan adams hampton debra johanyak john e curran emily e stelzer david v urban and
julia reinhard lupton

Shakespeare and the Cultural Colonization of Ireland 2008-01-11

using a combined lens of cultural materialist and postcolonial studies to read the early modern inclusion of the irish in the
culture of the british empire this study explores the cultural colonization or impressment as a way of understanding for
shakespeare s representations of the irish

Shakespeare Survey: Volume 55, King Lear and Its Afterlife 2002-10-24

shakespeare survey is a yearbook of shakespeare studies and production each volume is devoted to a theme or play or group of
plays each also contains a section of reviews of criticism and performance for the first time numbers 1 50 are being reissued in
paperback

Hamlet 2006-03-20

the core of the ground breaking three text edition this self contained free standing volume gives readers the second quarto
text 1604 5 and includes in its introduction notes and appendices all the reader might expect to find in any standard arden
edition as well as a full illustrated introduction to the play s historical cultural and performance contexts and a
thorough survey of critical approaches to the play an appendix contains the additional passages found only in the 1623
text the core of the ground breaking three text edition this self contained free standing volume gives readers the second
quarto text 1604 5 and includes in its introduction notes and appendices all the reader might expect to find in any standard
arden edition as well as a full illustrated introduction to the play s historical cultural and performance contexts and a
thorough survey of critical approaches to the play an appendix contains the additional passages found only in the 1623
text

Seamus Heaney and Medieval Poetry 2008

seamus heaney s engagement with medieval literature constitutes a significant body of work by a major poet including a
landmark translation of beowulf this title examines both heaney s direct translations and his adaptation of medieval material
in his original poems

The Arts of Remembrance in Early Modern England 2016-04-01

the early modern period inherited a deeply ingrained culture of christian remembrance that proved a platform for creativity in a
remarkable variety of forms from the literature of church ritual to the construction of monuments from portraiture to the
arrangement of domestic interiors from the development of textual rites to drama of the contemporary stage the early modern
world practiced arts of remembrance at every turn the turmoils of the reformation and its aftermath transformed the habits
of creating through remembrance ritually observed and radically reinvented remembrance was a focal point of the early modern
cultural imagination for an age when beliefs both crossed and divided communities of the faithful the arts of remembrance in
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early modern england maps the new terrain of remembrance in the post reformation period charting its negotiations with the
material the textual and the performative

Understanding Contemporary American Literary Theory 2003

in this revised edition of understanding contemporary american literary theory michael p spikes adds stanley fish and susan
bordo to the critics whose careers key texts and central assumptions he discusses in introducing readers to developments in
american literary theory during the past thirty five years underscoring the largely heterogeneous mix of strategies and
suppositions that these critics along with paul de man henry louis gates jr edward w said and stephen greenblatt represent
spikes offers concise analyses of their principal claims and illustrates how their works reflect a range of critical perspectives
from deconstruction african american studies and reader response theory to political criticism the new historicism and feminism

Hamlet and Emotions 2019-02-01

this volume bears potent testimony not only to the dense complexity of hamlet s emotional dynamics but also to the enduring
fascination that audiences adaptors and academics have with what may well be shakespeare s moodiest play its chapters
explore emotion in hamlet as well as the myriad emotions surrounding hamlet s debts to the medieval past its relationship to
the cultural milieu in which it was produced its celebrated performance history and its profound impact beyond the early
modern era its component chapters are not unified by a single methodological approach some deal with a single emotion in
hamlet while others analyse the emotional trajectory of a single character and still others focus on a given emotional
expression e g sighing or crying some bring modern methodologies for studying emotion to bear on hamlet others explore how
hamlet anticipates modern discourses on emotion and still others ask how hamlet itself can complicate and contribute to our
current understanding of emotion

William Shakespeare's Hamlet 2023-04-14

william shakespeare s hamlet c 1600 1601 has achieved iconic status as one of the most exciting and enigmatic of plays it has
been in almost constant production in britain and throughout the world since it was first performed fascinating generations of
audiences and critics alike taking the form of a sourcebook this guide to shakespeare s remarkable play offers extensive
introductory comment on the contexts critical history and performance of the text from publication to the present
annotated extracts from key contextual documents reviews critical works and the text itself cross references between
documents and sections of the guide in order to suggest links between texts contexts and criticism suggestions for further
reading
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Shakespeare and Impure Aesthetics 2009-08-13

this book examines shakespeare s plays and defines specific shakespearean aesthetic practices in his use of desire death and
mourning

Beards, Azymes, and Purgatory 2022-09-30

in 1576 as the protestant reformation continued to sweep across western europe and catholic prelates tried to stem the tide
through diligent application of trent s reforming agenda the cardinal archbishop of milan charles borromeo 1538 84 penned a
letter to his clergy in order to restore the church to its former glory he enjoined his beloved brethren to bring back good
observances and holy customs which have grown cold and been abandoned over the course of time chief among them he wrote
was the custom which although ancient had been practically lost nearly everywhere in italy i mean the practice that
ecclesiastical persons not grow but rather shave the beard a custom of our fathers almost perpetually retained in the
church that was replete with mystical meanings

After Evil 2011-01-05

mainstream human rights discourse speaks of such evils as the holocaust slavery or apartheid in ways that put them solidly
in the past its elaborate techniques of transitional justice encourage future generations to move forward but the false
assumption of closure enables those who are guilty to elude responsibility this approach to history common to late
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twentieth century humanitarianism doesn t presuppose that evil ends only when justice begins rather it assumes that a time
before justice is the moment to put evil in the past merging examples from literature and history robert meister confronts the
problem of closure and the resolution of historical injustice he boldly challenges the empty moral logic of never again or the
theoretical reduction of evil to a cycle of violence and counterviolence that is broken once evil is remembered for what it was
meister calls out such methods for their deferral of justice and susceptibility to exploitation specifically he spells out the
moral logic never again in relation to auschwitz and its evolution into a twenty first century doctrine of the responsibility
to protect

Staging the Superstitions of Early Modern Europe 2016-04-01

engaging with fiction and history and reading both genres as texts permeated with early modern anxieties desires and
apprehensions this collection scrutinizes the historical intersection of early modern european superstitions and english stage
literature contributors analyze the cultural mechanisms that shape preserve and transmit beliefs they investigate where
superstitions come from and how they are sustained and communicated within early modern european society it has been
proposed by scholars that once enacted on stage and thus brought into contact with the literary dramatic perspective belief
systems that had been preserved and reinforced by historical literary texts underwent a drastic change by highlighting the
connection between historical literary and literary dramatic culture this volume tests and explores the theory that
performance of superstitions opened the way to disbelief

Shakespearean Sensations 2013-02-07

this strong and timely collection provides fresh insights into how shakespeare s plays and poems were understood to affect
bodies minds and emotions contemporary criticism has had surprisingly little to say about the early modern period s investment
in imagining literature s impact on feeling shakespearean sensations brings together scholarship from a range of well known and
new voices to address this fundamental gap the book includes a comprehensive introduction by katharine a craik and tanya
pollard and comprises three sections focusing on sensations aroused in the plays sensations evoked in the playhouse and
sensations found in the imaginative space of the poems with dedicated essays on hamlet macbeth othello and twelfth night the
collection explores how seriously early modern writers took their relationship with their audiences and reveals new
connections between early modern literary texts and the emotional and physiological experiences of theatregoers

Renaissance Themes 2009-07-01

arun kumar das gupta taught english literature for over 40 years first at presidency college kolkata and then at the
university of calcutta his interpretations of western literature and thought particularly of the renaissance shaped a whole
generation of students some of them have produced this volume of essays in tribute to their mentor two essays directly
address the intellectual milieu of the european renaissance sukanta chaudhuri examines the unusual merger of modes and
registers in renaissance philosophic discourse while niranjan goswami looks at a particular example of ramist practice the
other pieces relate to english writers and works notably shakespeare and milton in a wider perspective of renaissance concerns
and general critical issues abhijit sen analyses the stage and verbal imagery in macbeth supriya chaudhuri and paromita
chakraborty take king lear as their point of departure chaudhuri brings out the full conceptual implications of the dover cliff
scene while chakraborty dissects the play s sexual imagery swapan chakravorty takes in a wide range of dramatic and non
dramatic texts in his survey of reading on the early modern stage amlan das gupta studies the miltonic simile specifically in
paradise lost book iv finally malabika sarkar reads samson agonistes in a context of magic and alchemy to draw out some
implications deeply relevant at the present time

Daniel After Babylon 2024-05-16

jennie grillo traces across cultures and languages the reception history of the additions to the book of daniel through three
key themes martyrdom afterlife worlds and the act of seeing beauty exploring commentary iconography fine art and more this
study demonstrates the longer daniel book s abiding significance for theology

Autobiography in Early Modern England 2010-08-05

explores life writing forms almanacs financial accounts commonplace books and parish registers which emerged during the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries
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Writing and Religion in England, 1558-1689 2016-02-17

the fruit of intensive collaboration among leading international specialists on the literature religion and culture of early
modern england this volume examines the relationship between writing and religion in england from 1558 the year of the
elizabethan settlement up until the act of toleration of 1689 throughout these studies religious writing is broadly taken as
being communicational in the etymological sense that is as a medium which played a significant role in the creation or
consolidation of communities some texts shaped or reinforced one particular kind of religious identity whereas others fostered
communities which cut across the religious borderlines which prevailed in other areas of social interaction for a number of the
scholars writing here such communal differences correlate with different ways of drawing on the resources of cultural
memory the denominational spectrum covered ranges from several varieties of dissent through via media anglicanism to
laudianism and roman catholicism and there are also glances towards heresy and the mid seventeenth century s new atheism
with respect to the range of different genres examined the volume spans the gamut from poetry fictional prose drama court
masque sermons devotional works theological treatises confessions of faith church constitutions tracts and letters to
history writing and translation arranged in roughly chronological order writing and religion in england 1558 1689 presents
chapters which explore religious writing within the wider contexts of culture ideas attitudes and law as well as studies
which concentrate more on the texts and readerships of particular writers several contributors embrace an inter arts
orientation relating writing to liturgical ceremony painting music and architecture while others opt for a stronger
sociological slant explicitly emphasizing the role of women writers and of writers from different sub cultural backgrounds

The Gospel according to Shakespeare 2014-01-09

in this slim poetically powerful volume piero boitani develops his earlier work in the bible and its rewritings focusing on
shakespeare s rescripturing of the gospels boitani persuasively urges that shakespeare read the new testament with great care
and an overall sense of affirmation and participation and that many of his plays constitute their own original testament
insofar as they translate the good news into human terms in hamlet and king lear he suggests shakespeare s new testament is
merely hinted at and faith salvation and peace are only glimpsed from far away but in pericles cymbeline the winter s tale and
the tempest the themes of compassion and forgiveness transcendence immanence the role of the deity resurrection and epiphany
are openly if often obliquely staged the christian gospels and the christian bible are the signposts of this itinerary originally
published in 2009 boitani s il vangelo secondo shakespeare was awarded the 2010 de sanctis prize a prestigious italian
literary award now available for the first time in an english translation the gospel according to shakespeare brings to a
broad scholarly and nonscholarly audience boitani s insights into the current themes dominating the study of shakespeare s
literary theology it will be of special interest to general readers interested in shakespeare s originality and religious
perspective

Shakespeare's Medieval Craft 2014-08-01

in shakespeare s medieval craft kurt a schreyer explores the relationship between shakespeare s plays and a tradition of late
medieval english biblical drama known as mystery plays scholars of english theater have long debated shakespeare s
connection to the mystery play tradition but schreyer provides new perspective on the subject by focusing on the chester banns
a sixteenth century proclamation announcing the annual performance of that city s cycle of mystery plays through close
study of the banns schreyer demonstrates the central importance of medieval stage objects as vital and direct agents and not
merely as precursors to the shakespearean stage as schreyer shows the chester banns serve as a paradigm for how shakespeare
s theater might have reflected on and incorporated the mystery play tradition yet distinguished itself from it for instance he
demonstrates that certain material features of shakespeare s stage including the ass s head of a midsummer night s dream the
theatrical space of purgatory in hamlet and the knocking at the gate in the porter scene of macbeth were in fact remnants of
the earlier mysteries transformed to meet the exigencies of the commercial london playhouses schreyer argues that the ongoing
agency of supposedly superseded theatrical objects and practices reveal how the mystery plays shaped dramatic production
long after their demise at the same time these medieval traditions help to reposition shakespeare as more than a writer of plays
he was a play wright a dramatic artisan who forged new theatrical works by fitting poetry to the material remnants of an
older dramatic tradition

The Invention of Suspicion 2011-04-14

the invention of suspicion argues that the english justice system underwent changes in the sixteenth century that because of
the system s participatory nature had a widespread effect and a decisive impact on the development of english renaissance
drama these changes gradually made evidence evaluation a popular skill justices of peace and juries were increasingly required
to weigh up the probabilities of competing narratives of facts at precisely the same time english dramatists were absorbing
from latin legal rhetoric and from latin comedy poetic strategies that enabled them to make their plays more persuasively
realistic more probable the result of this enormously rich conjunction of popular legal culture and ancient forensic rhetoric
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was a drama in which dramatis personae habitually gather evidence and invent arguments of suspicion and conjecture about one
another thus prompting us as readers and audience to reconstruct this evidence as stories of characters private histories and
inner lives in this drama people act in uncertainty inferring one another s motives and testing evidence for their conclusions as
well as offering an overarching account of how changes in juridical epistemology relate to post reformation drama this book
examines comic dramatic writing associated with the inns of court in the overlooked decades of the 1560s and 70s it argues
that these experiments constituted an influential sub genre assimilating the structures of roman comedy to current civic and
political concerns with the administration of justice this sub genre s impact may be seen in shakespeare s early experiments in
revenge tragedy history play and romance comedy in titus andronicus henry vi and the comedy of errors as well as jonson s
every man in his humour bartholomew fair and the alchemist the book ranges from mid fifteenth century drama through sixteenth
century interludes to the drama of the 1590s and 1600s it draws on recent research by legal historians and on a range of
legal historical sources in print and manuscript

Literature as History 2010-01-26

new essays by a range of leading theorists on the interdisciplinary study of literature and history

Murder Most Foul 2011-06-23

what is it about hamlet that has made it such a compelling and vital work murder most foul hamlet through the ages is an
account of shakespeare s great play from its sources in scandinavian epic lore to the way it was performed and understood in
his own day and then how the play has fared down to the present performances on stage television and in film critical
evaluations publishing history spinoffs spoofs musical adaptations the play s growing reputation its influence on writers and
thinkers and the ways in which it has shaped the very language we speak the staging criticism and editing of hamlet david
bevington argues go hand in hand over the centuries to such a remarkable extent that the history of hamlet can be seen as a
kind of paradigm for the cultural history of the english speaking world

Proceedings of the British Academy, Volume 117 2002

volume 117 of the proceedings of the british academy contains 13 lectures delivered at the british academy in 2001

Pilgrimage and Literary Tradition 2005-05-05

an original and wide ranging study of the pilgrimage theme in literature

Devil Theatre 2007

the so called devil theatre is here set against its context of non dramatic texts on possession and exorcism providing many
new insights representations of demonic possession and exorcism rituals abound in english renaissance drama an area which this
book seeks to illuminate by comparison with non dramatic works the author investigates stage images of possessionin relation
to a range of early modern demonological theological and medical prose texts on the subject looking specifically at how the
theatre responded to these texts he argues that the stage appropriated debates over demonicpossession to explore the
competing roles of the inner life and the body in early modern definitions of selfhood the theatre also employed the
contemporary controversy over possession and exorcism to investigate the politics ofreligion and to consider the nature of
monarchic power moreover because demonic possession cases and exorcism rituals were frequently dismissed by conformist
writers as a piece of theatre they offered an opportunity to reflecton the nature of drama and role playing jan frans van
dijkhuizen is lecturer and research fellow at the university of leiden

Nine Lives of William Shakespeare 2013-09-12

acclaimed as the greatest dramatist of all time william shakespeare needs little introduction or does he going beyond
shakespeare the writer and actor graham holderness explores the fact and fiction tradition and myth surrounding shakespeare
s life combining biography and fictional narrative holderness takes a fresh critical approach to the problem of piecing together
a definitive account of shakespeare s life and work from scant historical information instead this study builds upon and
examines the many theories that surround the life of this well known yet remarkably unknown man nine shakespeares are
presented writer player butcher boy businessman husband friend lover catholic and portrait by carefully critiquing these
biographies and reimagining these nine men nine lives of william shakespeare creates a unique picture of how this playwright
became shakespeare as he is understood today shakespeare now is a series of short books that engage imaginatively and often
provocatively with the possibilities of shakespeare s plays it goes back to the source the most living language imaginable and
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recaptures the excitement audacity and surprise of shakespeare it will return you to the plays with opened eyes
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Renaissance Go-Betweens 2011-12-22

the volume analyses some of the travelling and bridge building activities that went on in renaissance europe mainly but not
exclusively across the channel true to montaigne s epoch making program of describing the passage its emphasis on anglo
continental relations ensures a firm basis in english literature but its particular appeal lies in its european point of view and in
the perspectives it opens up into other areas of early modern culture such as pictorial art philosophy and economics the
multiple implications of the go between concept make for structured diversity the chapters of this book are arranged in three
stages part 1 mediators focuses on influential go betweens both as groups like the translators and as individual mediators
the second part of this book mediations is concerned with individual acts of mediation and with the mental topographies they
presuppose reflect and redraw in their turn part 3 representations looks at the role of exemplary intermediaries and the
workings of mediation represented on the early modern english stage key features high quality anthology on phenomena of
cultural exchange in the renaissance era with contributions by outstanding international experts

The Children's Ghost Story in America 2017-04-11

ghost stories have played a prominent role in childhood circulated around playgrounds and whispered in slumber parties their
history in american literature is little known and seldom discussed by scholars this book explores the fascinating origins and
development of these tales focusing on the social and historical factors that shaped them and gave birth to the genre ghost
stories have existed for centuries but have been published specifically for children for only about 200 years early on
supernatural ghost stories were rare authors and publishers fearing they might adversely affect young minds presented stories
in which the ghost was always revealed as a fraud these tales dominated children s publishing in the 19th century but the
20th century saw a change in perspective and the supernatural ghost story flourished
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The Whirlwind of Passion 2016-04-26

the whirlwind of passion new critical perspectives on william shakespeare is a combination of critical linguistic stylistic
translation and performance interpretations providing a fresh insight into shakespearean studies it encompasses many different
aspects of the bard s oeuvre and thus explores various interpretative possibilities of the texts under scrutiny the freshness of
this book also lies in the fact that it deals with comparative analyses of both shakespeare and his contemporaries as well as
in the fact that it emphasises the playwright s relevance today all the contributors to this volume are distinguished
scholars and academicians with extensive experience of teaching and writing on shakespeare

Listening to Reason 2010-01-02

this pathbreaking work reveals the pivotal role of music musical works and musical culture in debates about society self and
culture that forged european modernity through the long nineteenth century michael steinberg argues that from the late
1700s to the early 1900s music not only reflected but also embodied modern subjectivity as it increasingly engaged and
criticized old regimes of power belief and representation his purview ranges from mozart to mahler and from the sacred to the
secular including opera as well as symphonic and solo instrumental music defining subjectivity as the experience rather than
the position of the i steinberg argues that music s embodiment of subjectivity involved its apparent capacity to listen to itself
its past its desires nineteenth century music in particular music from a north german protestant sphere inspired introspection in
a way that the music and art of previous periods notably the catholic baroque with its emphasis on the visual did not the
book analyzes musical subjectivity initially from mozart through mendelssohn then seeks it in its central chapter in those
aspects of wagner that contradict his own ideological imperialism before finally uncovering its survival in the post
wagnerian recovery from musical and other ideologies engagingly written yet theoretically sophisticated listening to reason
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represents a startlingly original corrective to cultural history s long standing inhibition to engage with music while
presenting a powerful alternative vision of the modern some images inside the book are unavailable due to digital copyright
restrictions
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